
Name cards that convey your 
heartfelt thanks
These name cards are for indicating guest place sett ings at banquets, parties, and other These name cards are for indicating guest place sett ings at banquets, parties, and other 
special events. The lovely heart design adorned with beads and lamé makes for eye-special events. The lovely heart design adorned with beads and lamé makes for eye-
catching table sett ings. Add your own personal touch to create a special thank-you to catching table sett ings. Add your own personal touch to create a special thank-you to 
your guests for attending.your guests for attending.

PROJECT 01 Table Setting Name Cards



When gluing the piece of paper printed with 
the guest's name, applying the glue at an 
unobtrusive location helps ensure attractive 

results. These name cards mark the table place settings 
for important guests, and careful attention to detail as 
you craft the cards will help convey your esteem and 
high regard.
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Material
Outer dimensions: 3.5" x 3.74" (when folded closed)
Paper – 3 kinds
Large heart (white): 3.74" x 3.74" 
Square (white): 1.78" x 3.74"
Small heart (pink): 3.15" x 3.15"
Paper printed with name
Rhinestones, curly ribbon, glue
Decorate as desired.
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PROJECT 01 Table Setting Name Cards

Weld the built-in patterns for the two hearts and 
the rectangle, then cut the piece. 
Built-in Patterns: BA-A023
  BA-A067 x 2
Function: Editing Functions (Welding)  

Cut the built-in patterns for the heart and 
rectangle. 
Built-in Patterns: BA-A023
  BA-A067 x 2
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Scan the preprinted guest name. Select the built-
in pattern, use Background Scan to scan it, position 
the guest name against the background, then cut 
the piece. 
Built-in Pattern: BA-A023
Function: Background Scan 

Stack and glue the cut pieces in place, then glue 
rhinestones to the pieces. 
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Fold and assemble, and glue at the top of the 
heart. 

Decorate with ribbon as shown in the photo.
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Tip




